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Abstract
Rahman, A K M Mahbubur. PhD. The University of Memphis. December 2013.
Robust Modeling of Epistemic Mental States and their Applications in Assistive
Technology. Major Professor: Mohammed Yeasin, PhD
This dissertation presents the design and implementation of EmoAssist:
"Emotion-Enabled Assistive Tool to Enhance Dyadic Conversation for the Blind". The
key functionalities of the system are to recognize behavioral expressions and to
predict 3-D affective dimensions from visual cues and to provide audio feedback to the
visually impaired in a natural environment. Prior to describing the EmoAssist, this
dissertation identifies and advances research challenges in the analysis of the facial
features and their temporal dynamics with Epistemic Mental States in dyadic
conversation. A number of statistical analyses and simulations were performed to get
the answer of important research questions about the complex interplay between
facial features and mental states. It was found that the non-linear relations are mostly
prevalent rather than the linear ones. Further, the portable prototype of assistive
technology that can aid blind individual to understand his/her interlocutor’s mental
states has been designed based on the analysis. A number of challenges related to
the system, communication protocols, error-free tracking of face, and robust modeling
of behavioral expressions/affective dimensions were addressed to make the

EmoAssist effective in a real world scenario. In addition, orientation-sensor
information from the phone was used to correct image alignment to improve the
robustness in real life deployment. It was observed that the EmoAssist can predict
affective dimensions with acceptable accuracy (Maximum Correlation-Coefficient for
valence: 0.76, arousal: 0.78, and dominance: 0.76) in natural conversation. The
overall minimum and maximum response-times are (64.61 milliseconds) and (128.22
milliseconds), respectively. The integration of sensor information for correcting the
orientation has helped in significant improvement (16% in average) of accuracy in
recognizing behavioral expressions. A user study with ten blind people shows that the
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EmoAssist is highly acceptable to them (Average acceptability rating using Likert: 6.0
where 1 and 7 are the lowest and highest possible ratings, respectively) in social
interaction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Disabilities related to congenital blindness, vision loss, or partial-sight affect
not only one’s physical health but also the trajectory of professional and social life.
People who are blind or visually impaired have limited ability to process visual cues
such as facial expressions, head pose, and body postures [6]. This has a debilitating
effect on their education, career, and social interaction. The limitation also can lead to
depression, loneliness, and anxiety (Hinds et al. [7], [8]). The reported work [3], [9]
also suggests that "Personal Mannerisms" and "Facial Expressions" are the most
important factors they miss in social interactions. Hence, an assistive technology
solution capable of predicting the interlocutor’s affective dimensions [10], [11] and
behavioral expressions [12], [13], [14] related to the epistemic states can improve the
quality of dyadic conversation and also has the potential to enhance the quality of life
in the real-world environment.
The natural dyadic interaction is dominated by natural expressions and
complex mental states, with expressions of certainty, interested, concentration,
easiness, and agreement [1], [15], [2]. These are commonly known as Epistemic
Mental States [16], [1], [17]. This shift towards analysis of epistemic states is
undoubtedly necessary if the assistive technologies are expected to be
affect-sensitive. Understanding the role of facial behavior on epistemic states is indeed
the prelude to build an affect-sensitive assistive technology. Hence, this dissertation
identifies and advances research challenges in the analysis of the facial features and
their temporal dynamics in emotionally colored human-human interaction. Further, a
portable prototype of assistive technology was designed and implemented to improve
their social life by facilitating seamless social interaction. Our study involving ten
participants shows the effectiveness of EmoAssist in the blind community.
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Figure 1.1: Current Prototype and Conceptual Framework of EmoAssist
Particularly, a fully integrated system is developed for predicting continuous
3-D affect dimensions: VAD and behavioral expressions from facial behavior and head
pose in natural environments such as conversation in a building corridor, asking a
question to a stranger in a street, discussing topics of interest in a university campus,
etc. The VAD dimensions [10] can interpret the complex and blended state of the
human emotion precisely unlike some discrete basic ones [18]. The behavioral
expressions such as yawn, sleepy, smile, open lip smile, and looking aside aid the
blind individual to understand his counterpart’s epistemic mental states [12], [9], [14].
The proposed solution utilizes an Android platform in conjunction with a wireless
network to deploy the framework in the real world scenario [see figure 1.1]. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first research that fully integrates computer vision, android
programming, mobile client-server communication, and modeling affective dimensions
as well as behavioral expressions in an unconstrained environment. The EmoAssist
was evaluated in real-life dyadic conversational setting using participants with different
kinds of visual disabilities. Hence, the novel contributions of this dissertation are:
1. Analyzing linear and non-linear relations between facial features and pose with
epistemic mental states (cf. Chapter 4),
2. Developing a fully integrated real-time system (EmoAssist) for VAD dimensions
and behavioral expressions for the mobile platform (cf. Chapter 5),
2

3. Evaluating the EmoAssist0 s performance in social interactions that include blind
individuals (cf. Chapter 6).
1.1

Background
Generally, human psychology plays a critical role in perceiving emotional

experiences and interpreting epistemic and affective states in effective social
communications [19, 1]. Among a number of non-verbal emotional cues, facial
behavioral expression is the major one to the cognitive process that governs the
perception of emotions, epistemic and affective states. They can provide information
about: (i) affective states [20], [21], [22], (ii) cognitive activity [23], (iii) temperament
and personality [24], (iv) truthfulness [25], and (v) psychopathology just to name a few
[7]. Hence, modeling complex mental states from facial behavior receives much more
attention in developing assistive technologies for people with various kinds of
disabilities such as blindness, autism etc. Simultaneously, modeling the temporal
dynamics between facial features and mental states during natural dyadic
conversations helps build the automated systems/agents that can engage a human
with emotionally enriched interactions [26].
The blind or visually impaired people often use auditory channel for perception
and communication. However, Krishna et al. [3] suggested that the audio channel is
the leakiest channel in terms of perceiving non-verbal communication. A survey [27]
on nine (9) visually impaired people claims that all of the participants indicated highest
preference in receiving feedback about the interlocutors’ facial behavior. In [28], [29], it
was reported that the sighted people disproportionately use the eyes and the mouth
region to infer the complex states of emotions. For instance, eye contact provides
information about concentration, confidence, and engagement [30]. Smiles are
universally recognized as signs of pleasure and welcome [14]. In contrast, looking
away for a long time is perceived as a lack of concentration, break of engagement, or
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boredom. These visual cues missed by the blind individual in a natural context should
be captured and provided to them to ensure smooth interaction [15].
To be effective, an assistive solution must be affordable, reliable, portable, and
capable of providing appropriate feedback in a timely manner. However, developing
such a system remains challenging. A plethora of techniques is reported in the
literatures [31], [9], [32] that can predict facial expressions from visual and audio cues.
The most of these techniques use high-end computers and work in controlled
environments. A very small number of systems are available that can provide an end
to end solution in assisting people with such disability in a natural conversation. Most
of the reported systems [33], [4] have limited utility in natural lighting conditions,
dynamic background, unconstrained and out of plane head movements that are
prevalent in dyadic conversation and social interaction. The most closely related
system is reported in [3], called, a Dyadic Interaction Assistant (DIA). This system
works based on a fixed camera mounted on a table between participants and uses
high end-computers. This system is not portable, also is not robust, and reliable in
assisting blind people in a natural conversation setting. The work reported in [4]
presents a vibrio-tactile system that predicts Ekman’s basic expressions [18] from the
lip information and renders them through different patterns of vibrations. Conveying
categorical expressions without additional information about behavioral expressions
can often be limiting in perceiving interlocutors states of mind. "VibroGlove" [34]
reports a system that renders facial expressions through specific vibrio-tactile patterns
to the fingers. A prototype of a chair embedded with tactile-sensors was described in
[4]. Categorical emotions, such as, happy, sad, and surprise being modeled by using
the manifold of the facial expression are rendered through three axes of tactile
sensors on the back of the chair. It is conspicuous to note that all of the prototypes
suffer from the limited portability and the ineffectiveness in a social context. Moreover,
most of the systems use prototypical expressions.
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On the other hand, epistemic states are inherently interactive that are likely to
be a function of the interactions that take place in a social context [1], [28]. However,
the most of the state-of-the-art emotion prediction systems and the social interaction
tools analyze the six prototypical facial expressions [35], [36]. These emotions are
very unlikely to be present in natural conversation and human-agent interaction [37],
[14]. Moreover, expressions of certainty, interested, concentration, easiness, and
agreement are prevalent over the one-to-one conversation [1]. These are mostly
known as epistemic mental states [1], [38] during dyadic context. This shift towards
analysis of epistemic states is undoubtedly necessary if the assistive technologies are
expected to be affect-sensitive.
1.1.1

Epistemic Mental States
Epistemic states were highlighted by Baron-Cohen et al. [17], and have been

viewed within the machine learning community as significant elements in describing
everyday emotion in dyadic context [1]. They are relatively self-explanatory [1], [39].
These states can be illustrated as the feelings or emotions while people deal with the
formalization of epistemological concepts such as reasoning, logic and certainty [17]
This shift to incorporate complex mental states alongside basic emotions is necessary
if one expects to build an affect-sensitive assistive technology. The mental states are:

• Certain/not certain,
• Agreeing/not agreeing,
• Interested/not interested,
• Thoughtful/not thoughtful,
• Concentrating/not concentrating
These are the most common mental states that prevalent in everyday face to
face social interaction. So, these states are important to be analyzed in detail. Dyadic
interactions between people elicit [39] a wide range of spontaneous epistemic
emotions in social contexts. The induced mental states are thinking, concentrating,
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Figure 1.2: Examples of five Epistemic States related to dyadic conversation [1], [2]
certain, agreement, and interest [2], [1], [39]. On the contrary, it is practically difficult to
elicit confusion, frustration, and boredom in a natural dyadic interaction [1] though
these are very common in a learning environment. Hence, the most of the datasets
that were collected from dyadic context do not include confusion, frustration, and
boredom [2], [39].
A number of works are reported or underway based on the learning
environment to build affect-sensitive artificial tutors [26], [40], [41]. However, during
learning a specific topic, students go over different kinds of emotional states such as
frustration, confusion, curiosity, eureka, and boredom that are more likely absent in
dyadic context [2], [21], [42]. Therefore, the researchers in [1], [2], [39] identify and
distinguish the epistemic states (related to dyadic context) from the learning related
emotions. Consequently, this dissertation does not include these emotions though
they are very common in the learning environment.

6

1.2

Feedback schemes and Complexities
Typically, feedbacks with different levels of granularity can be provided to the

blind individual to convey emotional information (figure 1.3) effectively. The most basic
scheme is to provide the facial features such as lip corner stretched, eye open/close,
mouth open/close, brow raise/lower etc. This scheme is too basic to provide enough
emotional information using audio/haptic signals. It’s quite impossible to provide all
possible feature combination to the blind individual to facilitate in understanding
various emotional states. In contrast, feedback about exact epistemic mental state with
intensity is very concise to be provided to the user without any ambiguities. However,
the challenges and complexities go higher because recognition of the mental states
depends on the facial expressions, body postures, and most importantly the context.

High

Epistemic States

Interested
Concentrati
on
Agreement
Certain
Thoughtful

VAD and BEs

Neg/Pos
valence
Yawn, Smile
Open Lip
Smile
Look Aside
Look Up

Facial Features

Lip stretched,
Brow up/Down,
Mouth
Open/Close

Feedback Scheme

Research Complexity

Low

High

Low

Figure 1.3: Trade-off: Feedback Schemes and Complexity for designing assistive
technology

The blind people are the end user of the system. Instead of automated agents,
the blind individual has context information and has access to all other non-verbal
communication channels except visual ones. As behavioral expressions and VADs
can give the blind people the visual information about the facial expressions that they
7

miss, they can easily infer their counter-part’s mental states using the context
information and other cues. Hence, this dissertation includes analysis of epistemic
mental states and facial features in detail. Then, EmoAssist is designed and
developed for the VAD and BEs to make it deployable and effective in the real world.
1.3

Research Challenges
In the context of automated analysis,the basic expressions (anger, sad, fear,

surprise, contempt, disgust) are analyzed by a plethora of research [43], [44], [42],
[35], [45] for dyadic context. In contrast, the epistemic mental states such as certainty,
agreement, interested, concentration, and thoughtfulness are not modeled in an
automated way thoroughly and sufficiently. Unlike the basic expressions, people
exhibit subtle and critical changes in their faces during these states in face to face
natural conversation [1]. These subtle changes make the prediction of these states
quite challenging. Therefore, it is utmost necessity to understand the interplay
between facial features and these epistemic states in order to design the EmoAssist.
Additionally, the prototype is proposed to be used in smartphones. Analyzing all facial
features and head pose is computationally expensive and error-prone for such
real-time system. In contrast, intuitively, the particular facial features are responsible
for corresponding states. Instead of modeling all features, pertinent features for states
should be identified and analyzed to reduce the complexity.
Quantifying the relations will help to identify the mostly related facial features to
the particular states. However, the exact nature of the interplay of facial features and
their temporal evolution with epistemic states are in fact, unknown at various levels of
granularity [46]. In order to build a robust and reliable emotion recognition system, a
number of important research questions should be answered regarding the complex
relations among facial features and epistemic states. Hence, the key goal of this
dissertation is to understand the interplay between facial features and capture the
subtle variations and relationship for robust modeling of epistemic state of mind. In
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addition, we apply these to build assistive technology solutions that can help us to
further understand the roles of various features in a specific context. There are a
number of research issues (but are not limited to):
1. How are the facial features related to epistemic mental states? What are the
characteristics of these relations? (cf. Section 4.3)
2. What are the temporal features and their temporal dynamics related to epistemic
state of mind? What levels of granularity do they interact that can be used for
automated recognition of them in real-time? (cf. Section 4.4)
3. Are epistemic states related to each other? If so, how they are related? (cf.
Section 4.8)
4. Is the duration of epistemic states different from prototypical emotional
episodes? If so what is their relationship? (cf. Section 4.5)
5. Is it possible to capture the non-linear relationship in an automated way to model
epistemic states? (cf. Section 4.6)
To address the research issues mentioned above, a number of simulations on
the entire SEMAINE dataset [16] were performed. The entire SEMAINE dataset
includes a large number of audio-video recording of human-agent conversation has
been used in this dissertation.
Additionally, building a portable smart-phone based system using computer
vision and machine learning techniques is rather a new and unexplored area that
requires addressing a number of design and implementation issues. The challenges
are broadly divided into three main categories: a) System and face-tracker related
challenges, b) Classification and prediction related challenges, and c) Deployment
related issue.

9

a) System and face-tracker related challenges
These challenges are actually related to system, data communication,
processing video data to detect and track human face:

• Computational Complexities: Smart phones are yet to achieve the computing
power to process the facial videos in real-time [47]. Client-server architecture
was used to reduce the computational time.

• Soft-Real time Constraint: To provide feedback about the VAD and BEs, the
response of the EmoAssist must conform to soft-real time constraint.
Transmission protocol was designed to maintain the constraint.

• Orientation changes: In EmoAssist, the mobile phone is being hung from the
neck. Due to the changes in the phone’s orientation, facial images captured by
phone-camera suffer from misalignment and result in poor recognition. This
problem was solved by aligning the captured images using the built-in
orientation sensor reading.

• Tracking failure and recovery: The face-tracker often fails to track the facial
features correctly due to fast head-movements, too slow recording speeds, and
abrupt background changes. Automatic Detection of Tracking Failure and Error
Recovery was introduced to address such issues.
b) Classification and prediction:
These challenges are related to build the robust models for continuous VAD
prediction and BE recognition.

• VAD regression models: Building models for continuous prediction of VAD in the
natural environment poses a significant challenge. A Support Vector Regression
(SVR) technique was used to learn the model parameters.

• Feature selections: Modeling all facial features and head poses for particular BE
are computationally expensive and error-prone. Facial features are selected for
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corresponsding BEs by quantifying the non-linear relations between features
and BE.

• Temporal dynamics of features: Facial features related to BEs evolve over time.
Modeling their evolution raises another challenge that was addressed using the
sliding-window technique.

• Modeling of BEs: The recognition of BEs is challenging without any
neutral-frame of reference. To address the problem, a novel neutral-frame
independent scheme was implemented. Then rule-based classifiers were
employed to recognize the BE from the computed temporal dynamics.
c) Usability of EmoAssist
A comprehensive user study was designed and performed to test the usability
of EmoAssist in natural conversation setting on representative subjects who are blind
or visually impaired. The main goals were to:

• Assess the user-satisfaction during the user study in natural dyadic
conversation.

• Quantify the BE recognition performance during the study in real life scenario.

11

Chapter 2
Research Context
Most of the assistive prototypes are centered towards a lab setting where
sighted or non-sighted people participate in social discussion in a controlled
environment. Sometimes they are asked to perform specific tasks in front of
computers. Krishna et al. [3] suggests a Dyadic Interaction Assistant that works based
on a fixed camera mounted on a table between participants to recognize basic
expressions [18]. However, basic expressions provide limited information about an
emotional state particularly in dyadic conversation [9].

Figure 2.1: Dyadic Interaction Assistant [3] proposed by [3] et al.

Liu et al. [33] presented an assistive prototype "iFeeling" that predicts basic
expressions by tracking the lips from facial videos. It explores the mobile based
vibrio-tactile system that renders facial expressions through different patterns of
vibrations. However, the "iFeeling" has been yet to be tested within a blind community.
The "VibroGlove" [34] is another vibrio-tactile system that is not fully unobtrusive.
Facial expressions are provided to the participants using a different combination of
vibrating sensors on the fingers. The users hand needs to be connected to the PCs’
usb-interface that certainly restricts the participants’ freedom. The work [4] describes
a prototype of a tactile-sensor embedded chair. It represents intensities of happiness,
12

sadness, and surprise with vibrating sensors organized by three different dimensions
on the back of a chair. The expressions and their intensities are computed by using
the manifold of the facial expression. However, this system requires the participant to
be seated on the designated chair. Moreover, posed-expression datasets are used to
calculate the manifolds of the expressions. It is very unlikely to have
posed-expressions during natural social interaction.

Happy

Surprise

Sad

(a) Dimensional Representation

(b) Vibrio-tactile embedded chair

Figure 2.2: Vibrio-tactile emotion rendering system reported in [4]

Pelin et al. [48] propose a mobile-cloud framework to assist blind people in
indoor/outdoor navigation. Though they indicate the social interaction assistant for
visually impaired people as a significant component of context awareness, their
experiments do not include any assistive technologies that can help such people in
social interaction.
However, none of research works analyze nonlinear relations between facial
features and emotional epistemic states. The most of them extracted features using a
variety of computer vision methods and model the features to classify or predict
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targeted emotions. Moreover, they overlooked the complex interplay of various
emotions.
There are other researches that analyze epistemic mental states to some
extent. Machine analysis of nonverbal behavioral cues (e.g. blinks, smiles, nods,
crossed arms, etc.) have recently been the focus of intensive research to recognize
agreement/disagreement automatically. The work [49] describes the computer vision
and machine learning techniques to detect agreement/ disagreement from Action Units
[14], [50], finger tracking [51], head shake/nods [12], [52], and body postures [12].

(a) Head Shake/nod

(b) Hand gesture

(c) Action Units

Figure 2.3: Agreement detection using head shakes/nods, hand gestures, and Facial
Action Units, respectively

Hayley et al. proposed an automated framework to estimate cohesion of a
small group using the visual cues from participants [38]. The authors analyze the body
postures, hand gestures along with speech to detect cohesion. Sometimes, head
nods indicate the interest and concentration about some knowledge-based discussion.
As part of the back channeling context, the users are not only used to express an
agreement, but also to display interest or enhance communicative attention. However,
detecting head nods in natural interactions is a challenging task as head nods can be
subtle, both in amplitude and duration. In the study [53], they propose to use the
dynamics of head gestures conditioned on the person’s speaking status.
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There are some recent works that analyze the dimensional affect (valence,
arousal, and dominance) and complex emotional states using head gestures and
head pose. In [54] conversational head shakes and head nodes are detected using
global head motion. Specifically, the magnitude and the direction of 2D head motion
has been calculated by computing optical flow between two consecutive frames. The
empirical result shows that the angle feature of the optical flow is the most
distinguishable feature for head shakes and nods detection. After extracting the angle
information, it has been fed to two HMMs with fixed length (window size). One HMM
for head shakes, another for head nods. A third HMM has been used for other head
movements. 100 small clips of head nods and 100 small clips for head shakes are
used in the experiments.
The work [55] describes event based approach to predictive different
continuous affect dimensions (Valence, arousal, power, expectation, and intensity).
Several events such as head nod/head shake, Facial action units, laugh, and
verbal/nonverbal acoustic events are detected automatically. Events are converted to
the Bag of Word to construct feature strings. This paper defines the string as semantic
string as the words in a particular string provides the semantics of that fixed window.
For head nod/shake detection, a window size of 0.4 seconds has been empirically
selected to allow continuous analysis of visual information. 0.4 second (approximately
20 frames) window size allows capturing brief or longer head nods/shakes. Global
head motion features within a window has been fed to two different HMMs for
detection of head nods and head shakes separately. In order to detect Action Units,
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) descriptors have been used to extract texture based
features from the face region. Instead of extracting global LBP features, the face
region has been divided into 10 by 10 blocks. Then LBP features are calculated for
each of the block and concatenated to construct longer feature vector. The work [11]
shows that the continuous Valence and Arousal can be predicted reliably from facial
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behavior. They have used Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory neural networks to
predict Valence and Arousal from spontaneous Sensitive Artificial Listener (SAL)
dataset that has been collected in a controlled lab environment. The works [11] does
not include robust tracking of the visual features without any human intervention. They
correct the face and shoulder tracking manually when the tracking fails. Such system
is quite unreliable for automatic emotion prediction in a natural environment. The
desired system should automatically correct the facial tracking when it fails and should
be able to make the prediction in real time. Moreover, they have not included
Dominance in their prediction model.
Nicolaou et al. [11] proposed continuous predictive framework for Valence and
Arousal from facial expressions. They have used Bidirectional Long Short-Term
Memory neural networks to predict Valence and Arousal from spontaneous SEMAINE
[16] dataset. However the SEMAINE video data were collected with fixed background,
controlled lighting, and minimal head movement. The system does not include robust
tracking of visual features without any human intervention. Their face- shoulder
tracker requires manual correction when the tracking fails. Such a system is quite
unreliable for automatic VAD prediction in a natural conversation. Moreover, they have
not included Dominance in their prediction model. In every face- to-face meeting even if participants are visually impaired - an order of dominance is established after a
short period of time [56], [57]. In the context of dyadic interactions, visual indicators of
dominance are observed in the face through factors like facial expressions, gaze, and
head pose [57]. Hence, dominance is expected to be predicted from visual cues of the
partners face videos.
Based on the research works described above, it is easy to note that the
prototypes suffer from several kinds of limitations. The key limitations are:
1. The models are not robust enough to analyze and predict the affective
dimensions and behavioral expressions beyond lab settings.
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2. Due to limited portability, the systems are not suitable for deployment in the
natural environment.
3. The subtlety of spontaneous emotional states is not captured by the models
since they are mainly based on Ekman’s basic expressions.
4. The evaluations of the systems are not thorough in terms of intended users,
deployment settings, and practicality of usage.
These limitations lead us to design an assistive device that can be deployed in
a natural environment such as a building corridor, crowded restaurants, university
campus etc. The desired system is expected to aid the blind individual by predicting
affective dimensions as well as the BEs from his interlocutor’s facial expressions and
head pose in such real-life scenario. Developing such a system poses a number of
implementation and deployment related challenges mentioned in the introduction. The
following section provides the overall architecture of the EmoAssist. The subsequent
sections describe the techniques and their applications to overcome the challenges.
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Chapter 3
Overview of the Proposed Framework
The EmoAssist was implemented using a client-server paradigm shown in
figure 3.1. The Mobile CLIENT shows the components in the client side that were
developed inside the mobile-phone. Mobile CLIENT box describes the components in
an android phone while the SERVER shows the processes running in dedicated
server. The communication between mobile and the server is via Wi-Fi network.

Android
Application

Feedback Module

Mobile CLIENT

Frame Transmission

Wi-Fi Network

SERVER

Head Pose
Estimation

Communication
Interface

Server
Application
Face Tracker

Feature
Extraction

Feature Vector
Machine
Learning
VAD

Feedback with Acknowledgement

Android Camera

Behavioral
Expression

Figure 3.1: Information Flow in EmoAssist: A Client-Server Paradigm

3.1
3.1.1

Mobile Client Modules
Android Application:
Android Application initializes the android camera module, sends a connection

request to the server, opens byte stream for frame transmission, grabs frame from the
camera, and sends frames using a specific transmission protocol described in the
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following subsection. The entire camera handling process has been implemented
using OpenCV wrapper for the android platform.
3.1.2

Feedback Module:
This module resides on the mobile client side. The responsibility of this module

is to produce proper feedback according to the received VAD and BEs information.
This module produces feedback based on users preference and the options defined in
the system. This module is totally independent and its implementation is dependent
on the appropriate feedback mechanism such as audio, beeps, and haptic.
3.2
3.2.1

Server Modules
Server Application
When a mobile client requests for a connection, the server opens a

transmission stream to receive frames. Particularly, the server application is
responsible to reconstruct frames from incoming byte streams and to forward the
frames to the face tracker for analysis. Before being sent to the face tracker, the
frames are aligned and registered with the mobile sensors attributes.
3.2.2

Face Tracker
The Face Tracker receives incoming frame as input to track facial features. The

face tracker can track 66 landmark points in each frame containing a face using the
algorithm of Saragih et al. [58], [59]. The algorithm works by fitting a parameterized
3D shape model of face with a target image.
3.2.3

Feature Extraction and Head-Pose Estimation
Facial features and pose information (Yaw, Pitch, and Roll) are extracted using

a face tracker that uses the algorithm of Saragih et al. [59]. The distance based
features (height of inner eyebrow, height of outer eyebrow, eye opening, height of
outer lip boundary, height of inner lip boundary, and distance between lip corners) are
computed from the tracked landmarks points. To do so, a canonical reference shape
was used which was actually the mean of the shapes in different facial expressions.
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The features are extracted as a ratio of the distances between appropriate landmarks
in the reference shape and the tracked shape after removing the global
transformations. The ten facial features are extracted: Height of Inner Eyebrow (left,
right); Height of Outer Eyebrow (left, right); Eye Opening (left, right); Height of Outer
Lip; and Height of Inner Lip; Distance between Lip Corners. The head pose
information (yaw, pitch, and roll) is also estimated from the 3D-tracked shape as it
contained the 3D rotation information.
3.2.4

Machine Learning
Head Pose information and feature vectors are supplied to a Machine Learning

module. The machine learning module has two sub-modules. One sub5 module has
been used for prediction of VAD measures. Since, VAD estimation need to be
continuous , three separate Support Vector Regression (SVR) models [60] are used.
On the other hand, BEs are detected using binary rule-based classifier: one classifier
for corresponding BE. The VAD and BE information are transmitted to the client with
acknowledgement. If the face tracker does not find a face or it suffers from a tracking
error, NULL information is transmitted back to the mobile client with acknowledgement.
3.3

Communication Interface
The interface connects to the server, opens duplex communication channel,

and starts sending frames captured using Android camera. Before being sent, the
frames are compressed by JPEG algorithm to reduce the transmission time
significantly. After sending the frame, the interface waits for the acknowledgement
from the server before sending out the current frame. If the acknowledgement is not
received, the application assumes that it is lost due to error in transmission or
processing. It is also possible that the acknowledgement is lost despite the server
successfully processes the frame. For both scenarios, the interface sends next frame
after waiting a fixed amount of time. Instead of transmitting the raw frames, we change
the system to transmit the JPEG encoded version of the images. Later, we further
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improved the speed by encoding the differences between two consecutive video
frames ("delta-form"). Since the consecutive frames in a video stream do not change
much, there is little information to transmit. In the current design, a full frame is
transmitted after every 5 frames. The frames in between are transmitted in delta form.
These changes improve the communication speed from an average of 4 FPS to 13
FPS. Moreover, the current design of the transmission protocol facilitates the

EmoAssist to use 3G/4G data plans to get the feedback from the server after
processing.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of Epistemic Mental States
In this chapter, detail methods are proposed to answer the research questions
indicated in the introduction. The proposed methods and the analysis results are
presented using the all videos of the SEMAINE dataset. Before going to the proposed
methods, facial features and the SEMAINE dataset are described in following sections.
4.1

Facial Features
Facial features that define the facial behavior efficiently are extracted from the

face and used in the analysis. Moreover, head pose is inherently related to person’s
mental states. Hence, the following facial features and head pose were extracted:

• Height of Inner Eyebrow (inBrL, inBrR),
• Height of Outer Eyebrow (otBrL, otBrR),
• Eye Opening (EyeOL, eyeOR),
• Height of Outer Lip Boundary (oLipH),
• Height of Inner Lip Boundary (iLipH),
• Distance Between Lip Corners (LpCDt),
• Face Pose (Yaw, Pitch, and Roll)

Figure 4.1: Face Tracker and Feature Extraction from face
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Facial features and pose information (Yaw, Pitch, and Roll) are extracted using
a Constrained Local Model (CLM) based face tracker that uses the algorithm of
Saragih et al. [59]. It can track 66 landmark points in each frame containing a face.
The algorithm works by fitting a parameterized 3D shape model of face with a target
image. The distance based features (height of inner eyebrow, height of outer eyebrow,
eye opening, height of outer lip boundary, height of inner lip boundary, and distance
between lip corners) have been extracted from the tracked landmarks points as shown
in Fig 4.1. To do so, a canonical reference shape was used which is actually the mean
of the shapes in different facial expressions. The features were extracted as a ratio of
the distances between appropriate landmarks in the reference shape and the tracked
shape after removing the global transformations. The head pose information has been
also estimated from the 3D-tracked shape as the tracked shape contains the 3D
rotation information.
4.2

SEMAINE dataset
We use the Solid Sensitive Artificial Listener (Solid-SAL) [16] that contains

spontaneous data capturing the audiovisual interaction between a human and an
operator undertaking the role of an avatar with four personalities: Poppy (happy),
Obadiah (gloomy), Spike (angry) and Prudence (pragmatic). The audiovisual
sequences have been recorded at a video rate of 25 fps (352 x 288 pixels). The
SEMAINE consists of audiovisual interaction between a human and an operator
undertaking the role of an agent (Sensitive Artificial Agent). SEMAINE video clips
have been annotated with couples of epistemic states such as agreement, interested,
certain, concentration, and thoughtful with continuous rating (within the range [1,-1])
where -1 indicates most negative rating (i.e: No concentration at all) and +1 defines
the highest (Most concentration). Twenty-four recording sessions used the Solid SAL
scenario. Recordings were made of both the user and the operator, and there were
usually four character interactions in each recording session, providing a total of 95
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character interactions and 190 video clips. The summary of the SEMAINE dataset is
provided in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Summary information on SEMAINE dataset

A key objective of the Solid SAL scenario was to record behaviors (mainly
nonverbal) that a human operator shows in fluent face-to-face conversation, including
their relationships to user behavior-notably back-channeling, eye contact, various
synchronises, and so on. Users were encouraged to interact with the characters as
spontaneously as possible. The audiovisual sequences have been recorded at a
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video rate of 25 fps (352 x 288 pixels) and at an audio rate of 16 kHz. The recordings
were made in a lab setting, using one camera, a uniform background and constant
lighting conditions. The SAL data has been annotated by a set of coders who provided
continuous annotations with respect to the above epistemic mental states using the
FeelTrace annotation tool [13]. Feeltrace allows coders to watch the audiovisual
recordings confined to [-1, +1], to rate their impression about the emotional state of the
subject.

Operator’s Personality
Epistemic
States

Obadiah

Poppy

Prudence

Spike

Agreement

8

8

8

5

29

Thoughtful

7

7

7

3

24

Certain

1

3

1

1

6

Concentration

4

0

3

1

8

Interested

3

2

3

2

10

Total

Figure 4.3: The distributions of the video clips from operator’s four types of
characteristics

There are approximately 10 hours of footage available in the SAL database.
For our detail analysis of five epistemic states, we have used corresponding videos
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from different characteristics. The figure 4.3 shows the distributions of the video clips
from operator’s four types of characteristics.
4.3

Complex Interplay between Features and Epistemic States
Unlike the basic expressions, people exhibit subtle and critical changes in their

faces during these states. These subtle changes make the prediction of the Epistemic
States quite challenging. Therefore, it is utmost necessity to understand the interplay
between facial features and these epistemic states in order to model the emotion
prediction framework. Additionally, quantifying the relations will help to identify the
mostly related facial features to the particular states. [9] suggests that the complex
states are recognized by the sighted people disproportionately by processing the
visual cues from the eye and mouth region of the face. For instance, social
communications with eye to eye contact provide information about concentration,
confidence, and engagement. Smiles are universally recognized as signs of pleasure
and welcome [49]. In contrast, looking away for a long time is perceived as lack of
concentration or break of engagement. Frequent yawning is an indicative symbol for
boredom.
Besides that, some emotions might be inter-wined together [11]. Intuitively,
at-ease feeling can be related to the Certain. Interested is much more related to
concentrating than others. Hence, in order to build a robust and reliable emotion
recognition system, a number of important research questions should be answered
regarding the complex relations among facial features and epistemic states. The exact
nature of the interplay of facial features and their temporal evolution with epistemic
states is, in fact, unknown at various levels of granularity. To explore the dynamics of
relations, two types of relations should be examined to understand the granularity of
the facial behavior and epistemic states.
1. Feature vs epistemic states
2. Epistemic state vs Epistemic State
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The examples of feature vs epistemic states relations are: yaw (left/right) and pitch
(up/down) have stronger relations with agreement. In contrast, lip corner distance and
pitch are more important to analyze certain feelings. The example of the second type
includes the relation between agreement and certainty intuitively. Hence, both linear
and non-linear relations among the features and states are analyzed. Following two
subsections, we answer our first research question:

F How facial features relate to epistemic mental states? What are the
characteristics of these relations?
4.3.1

Linear Relations
Analysis of the interplay is started by quantifying the linear relations between

features and mental states. To find the linear characteristics of the Feature vs
epistemic states relations, pairwise Pearson’s correlation-coefficient are calculated
and listed in figure 4.4.

Facial features are complex and dynamic. Due to the complex and convoluted
characteristics of facial features and their temporal dynamics, the Pearson’s
correlation-coefficients are found insignificant to capture the complex relations
between them. Hence, the results in figure 4.4 show that the facial features have very
small correlation-coefficients with corresponding states. The shaded cells show the
highest coefficients for corresponding features and Epistemic States. Accordingly, it is
quite impossible to model the epistemic states using the linear relations with facial
features.
4.3.2

Non-linear Relations
Since, it is observed that the Pearson’s correlation-coefficients are not

significant enough to capture the interplay between facial features and states. Hence
we move forward to capture the non-linear characteristics of their associations to
quantify the complex and temporal dynamics relations. To capture the non-linearity,
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Pearson’s Correlation-Coefficient
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Figure 4.4: Pearson’s correlation-coefficients: Linear Relations between Features and
Epistemic States
the state-of-the-art data analysis tool "Maximal Information-based Non-parametric
Exploration" (MINE) [5] developed in MIT and Harvard is used calculate the nonlinear
coefficients. In particular, Maximum Information Criterion (MIC) score from MINE
quantifies the non-linear relations. MIC is a part of a larger family of MINE statistics,
which can be used to identify and characterize non-linear relationships in large data
[5]. Before going to the analysis part, I would like to give a brief description about
MINE and MIC in following paragraphs.
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What is MINE and MIC?
Finding and quantifying significant relationships between pairs of variables in
large data sets is challenging and important [5]. The paper citereshef2011detecting
presents a measure of dependence for two-variable relationships: the maximal
information coefficient (MIC). MIC captures a wide range of relations: both functional
and non-functional.
For an emotion data set with the number of facial features and head pose may
contain important, undiscovered relationships. If we do not know what kinds of
relationships to analyze for, it is quite impossible to identify the important ones
efficiently. Data sets of this size are increasingly common in fields as varied as facial
expressions, physiological signals, genomics, and bioinformatics an important and
growing challenge. One way to begin exploring a large data set is to search for pairs
of variables that are closely associated. To do this, MINE presents a measure (MIC) of
dependence for each pair. Then we can rank the pairs by their MIC scores, and
examine the top-scoring pairs. The maximal information coefficient ( MIC) is based on
the idea that if a relationship exists between two variables, then a grid can be drawn
on the scatterplot of the two variables that partitions the data to encapsulate that
relationship. Thus, to calculate the MIC of a set of two-variable data, they propose the
following steps:
1. Explore all grids up to a maximal grid resolution, dependent on the sample size
(figure 4.5A), computing for every pair of integers (x,y) the largest possible
mutual information achievable by any x-by-y grid applied to the data.
2. Normalize these mutual information values to ensure a fair comparison between
grids of different dimensions and to obtain modified values between 0 and 1.
Then, they define the characteristic matrix M = (mx,y), where mx,y is the highest
normalized mutual information achieved by any x-by-y grid (figure4.5B),
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3. Calculate the statistic MIC to be the maximum value in M. The normalized
scores form the characteristic matrix that can be visualized as a surface; MIC
corresponds to the highest point on this surface (figure4.5C). In this example,
there are many grids that achieve the highest score.
The steps are proposed to facilitate following properties:

• Generality: Capture a wide range of interesting associations, not limited to the
specific function types. In other words, the correlation coefficient should be
sensitive to a wide range of possible dependencies, including superposition of
functions.

• Equitability: give similar scores to equally noisy relationships of different types.
In other word, the score of the coefficient should be influenced by noise, but not
by the form of the dependency between variables.
4.3.3

Calculation of MIC for Facial Features and Mental states
MINE software package is exploited to calculate the pairwise MIC scores. A

matlab program is developed to calculate pair-wise MIC for each feature with the
epistemic states. The pairwise MIC scores are shown in figure 4.6 where the left
column indicates the facial features. From the figure 4.6, it can be easily noted that
every feature has some non-linear relations with particular states.

In the figure 4.6, dark colored cells represent highest MIC score for particular
states. Lighter colors represent second and third highest MIC scores. Specific
features are strongly related to particular states. For example, yaw (left/right) and pitch
(up/down) have stronger relations with agreement state (0.728 and 0.683,
respectively). Moreover, inner brow distance and lip corner distance have second best
scores (0.675 and 0.671) with agreement. For the concentration: Rolling (0.551), lip
corner distance (0.437), and outer lip height (0.412) have higher relations with
concentration. Particularly, people roll their head to look around when they are not
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Figure 4.5: Three Steps to calculate MIC scores proposed by [5] et al.
concentrating to their interlocutor. Since, the negative concentration-rating also
provides information about the lack of concentration, head rolling has much more
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Figure 4.6: Non-linear relations (MIC Scores)between Features and Epistemic States
impact on concentration. Lip corner distance and outer brow raise are related to
yawning that can also indicate the lack of concentration.
4.4

Temporal feature vs Epistemic States
Since epistemic states are discrete states and the states depend on the

temporal pattern of the facial features, their temporal dynamics should be included in
our analysis. In this section, I have performed analysis to answer the following
question:

F What are the temporal features and their temporal dynamics related to
epistemic state of mind? What levels of granularity do they interact that can be used
for automated recognition of them in real-time?
Simultaneously, we need to use the simpler technique to provide real-time
processing. We follow the sliding-window paradigm to compute temporal dynamics of
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the features. In this paradigm, the window is slided right one at a time to include next
frame into the window and to discard the oldest frame of the window (figure 4.7).
Using the sliding window paradigm, we explore and calculate a number of temporal
features to capture the temporal evolution of the features.
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Figure 4.7: Sliding Window technique with five frames to calculate temporal features

This windowing technique has following advantages over others:

• Continuous analysis of a video or camera feed.
• Fast computation.
• Flexibility of changing window size to model spontaneous feature evolution.
4.4.1

First order temporal features
The first order temporal features (velocity, velocity directions) are calculated in

a fixed window. The velocity of a particular feature within a window was calculated
using the formula:

Vlast =

Flast − Ff irst
Tlast − Tf irst

(4.1)

where Vlast is the velocity of the corresponding feature at the last frame. The
sign of the Vlast signifies the rise or fall of the feature. Flast and Ff irst are the feature
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values in the last frame and the first frame of the window, respectively. Tlast and Tf irst
are the time of the last frame and the first frame. Therefore, the magnitude Vlast and
its sign can provide the temporal information about that corresponding feature in that
window.
After calculating the temporal features, we use MINE to calculate the MIC
scores between computed velocity features and epistemic states. Unfortunately, for
window size six, we have not obtained promising MIC score for the temporal features.
Following figure shows the MIC scores between temporal features and the
concentration.

Temporal Features

MIC Score
(Concentration)

Yaw

0.0152

Pit

0.1498

inBr

0.1398

LpCDt

0.1390

otBr
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OlipH

0.1280

EyeO

0.121

Rol

0.1869

Figure 4.8: MIC Scores between Temporal Features and Concentration)

To confirm the results, number simulations were performed with various
window sizes (10, 20, 30, and 40). However, the MIC scores did not improve at all.
The lower scores pushed us to investigate why temporal features have lower MIC
scores. To do that, we created a tuple <feature, velocity> that combines the facial
features and corresponding velocity. Then, we have calculated the MIC again with the
tuples and the mental states. Interestingly, the tuples have very high MIC scores
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(figure 4.9) with the states and we have found the answer.

<Original Features, Temporal

MIC Score

Features>

(Concentration)

<Yaw, YawTF>

0.631

<Pit, PitTF>
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<inBr, inBrTF >
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<LpCDt, LpCDtTF>
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<otBr, otBrTF>

0.519

<OlipH, OlipHTF>

0.639

<EyeO, EyeOTF>

0.491

<Rol, RolTF>

0.783

Figure 4.9: MIC Scores for tuples (<Original Features, Temporal Features>) against
Concentration

The MIC scores shown in the figure 4.9 verified that temporal features are
important while used with original features.
4.5

Intensities of Epistemic Mental States
The epistemic mental states are evolving over time based on the dyadic

context. For example, concentration can increase in successive conversation while the
topics of becomes more important. The intensities can be also sustained for some
time period or can be decreasing. For example, the concentration of the subject can
be going down. Following figure 4.10 shows the different regions of concentration in a
dyadic interaction video.
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Figure 4.10: Different regions of Epistemic States in continuous frame sequence
During the RISE, the concentration is continued to rise, then it sustains for
some time followed by another rising. Then it decays to some extent before being
sustained for a longer period during important discussions with the operator.
Henceforth, the features and their temporal evolution may not be modeled equally for
whole video sequence. Specifically, we need to get the answers of following research
questions:

F Do the temporal features have the same impact on concentration in the
whole sequence?

F Do RISE, SUSTAIN, and DECAY regions have different relations with
temporal features?
To answer the questions, several additional features are derived from the
original facial features to capture the temporal dynamics. I have calculated three types
of derived features from the facial features of SEMAINE videos of concentration.
1. Calculate following features:
(a) Original features
(b) Velocity of features
(c) Up, down, and unchanged (+1,-1,0) events
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(d) Events multiplied by velocity
2. The regions are labeled with ground truth (RISE, SUSTAIN, DECAY)
3. Predict concentration for each of the region using different support vector
regressions.
Then the rising, steady, and falling regions are manually annotated to generate the
ground truth. The regions are labeled with corresponding regions (RISE, SUSTAIN,
FALL, respectively). The features of corresponding regions were concatenated with
the labels to form Weka file to predict the concentration rating in the corresponding
region. After that, the MIC score of predicted measure and ground truth measure were
computed.
The number shown in figure 4.11 illustrates that the use of original features
along with first-order temporal features is not efficient enough to model concentration
in a whole video. Specifically, they are very useful while used in emotion changing
regions (RISE or FALL). On the other hand, temporal features caused diminishing the
impact in STEADY region. Original features were found robust in the STEADY region.

Figure 4.11: Prediction of Concentration intensity in different regions with different
features
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Then, we use increasing number of types of features to incorporate more
temporal information into the feature vectors. The figure 4.11 shows the impact of the
temporal features on different regions of the concentration. As we go from left to the
right of the X-axis, more temporal features are included to the model for the
corresponding region. The plot suggests that temporal features are very useful while
used in the RISE or DECAY region. Intuitively, as the intensity of a particular epistemic
state changes, the facial behavior evolves accordingly. For example, the head may be
the tilted or outer lip height would be in the normal position from yawning. Additionally,
original features alone are optimal for SUSTAIN region. Addition of temporal ones
have diminishing impact on concentration during the SUSTAIN region. The
performance for SUSTAIN region from 0.76 to 0.65.
4.6

Automated Modeling of Epistemic States
The results of analysis performed above motivate us to think about developing

an automated framework to predict the intensity of an epistemic state from facial
features and their temporal dynamics. Since the facial features have different relations
with the epistemic state in various regions; we are interested in recognizing the region
first. Then, the support vector regression (SVR) [60] associated with that region will be
applied to predict the intensity of the epistemic state. To model regions, the following
features are calculated and concatenated to build the feature vectors. So, we need to
answer following research question:

F How can we detect the different regions of concentration from features?
The results found in the above subsection motivate us to build classifier models
that can recognize the RISE, SUSTAIN, and FALL regions automatically from the
original and derived features. The simulations have following input and output.

• Input: Original and temporal features
• Output: the region (RISE, DECAY, or SUSTAIN)
The figure 4.12 shows the schema diagram for region classification. Tree-based
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classifier was used to classify the regions.

Original Feature

RISE
Video
Database

Region
Classifier
Feature
Extraction

Feature
Extraction

Temporal
Feature

Figure 4.12: Framework for Region Classification from features and their temporal
dynamics

The figure 4.13 enlisted the performance for region classification. It can be
easily noticed that the average ROC Area (Area under Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve) is reasonable enough for robust region classification. Hence, if
we can recognize the region effectively, the region information would facilitate to select
out appropriate feature set for concentration prediction.

Figure 4.13: Performance of Random Forest classifier for region with 10-Fold Cross
Validation

After recognizing the region, corresponding support vector regression model
with appropriate feature set was designed to predict the concentration intensity..
Hence, the complete framework is shown in figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: concentration Prediction Model that includes region classifier as an
intermediate step
After creating the framework for each of the mental states, all of the video
sequences from SEMAINE dataset 4.3 were used to predict intensities frame by frame
of corresponding emotions. Following figure 4.15 shows that the use of temporal
features for an entire video clips reduces the prediction accuracy.

However, the proposed method was proved to improve the performance
significantly by including the region classifiers as an intermediate step.

4.7

Duration of the Epistemic Mental States
As discussed in the introduction section, epistemic mental states are lengthy

than the categorical ones. The figure shows that the accuracy of predicting epistemic
mental states is varying over different window size whereas the categorical ones can
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Figure 4.15: Prediction result (Facial Features vs Temporal dynamics without any
region information)
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Figure 4.16: Improvement of the prediction accuracy using the proposed approach
be predicted using only window size 6.

From the figure 4.17, it can be easily noticed that different epistemic mental
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Figure 4.17: Prediction accuracy of Epistemic States using varying window size
states require different window size to model them robustly. For example,
Concentration needs a window of size forty to be modeled robustly. In contrast,
Agreement and Thoughtful can be captured with window size 20. Interest can be
equitably captured using 40 or 60 frames per window.

The analysis of variation of window size for different mental states is described
here. The most variation was observed for the concentration. The mean and standard
deviation of the prediction performance for various window size are 0.878 and 0.0262.
The figure 4.18 shows the variation of the accuracy from the mean. The lowest
accuracy was found for window size 60. However, for other windows, the variations
are close to mean except window size 6.
Similarly, the prediction accuracy of the Agreement has mean 0.769 and
standard deviation 0.03. The Thoghtful has the mean(M) and standard deviation(SD)
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Figure 4.18: Mean and variation of the prediction accuracy for concentration against
window size
are 0.75 and 0.021 respectively. Certain and Interest have M = 0.819, SD = 0.017; M
= 0.891, SD = 0.0353.
4.8

Emotion vs. Emotion Relations
Aside from the relations between features and epistemic states, the mental

states are also related to each other due to the dyadic context. Intuitively, while the
dyads are becoming interested in some topics, they concentrate to the conversation.
Moreover, agreement and certain are strongly related to each other due to the
certainty about their decisions. To quantize the non-linear relations, MIC scores are
also computed between the epistemic states and they are illustrated in figure 4.19.

4.9

Comprehensive Predictive Model
Therefore, we need to incorporate strongly related emotion to enhance the

prediction performance. So the comprehensive framework is:
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Figure 4.20: Comprehensive Predictive Model that include Interest as another input
4.10

Research Findings
Hence, the key observation of the above experiments and analyses are

enlisted below:
1. Head roll, lip corner distance, and outer lip height were found to be highly
correlated (non-linear) with concentration rating.
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2. First order temporal features (derived features from original facial features)
correlate strongly with the changes of particular concentration rating.
3. Duration of the epistemic state(concentration) is much longer than the
prototypical one (anger). The window size 30 is optimal for concentration
whereas window size six is good for anger.
4. The continuous ratings of concentration can be predicted robustly using two
steps.
(a) Classify the emotion changing regions (rising, falling, and steady regions)
with first-order temporal features.
(b) Use three regression model for different regions. Use original features
along with first-order temporal features for emotion prediction in rising and
falling region. Original features are robust enough in steady regions.
5. Certain and agreement are found to be strongly related. Interest and
concentration follows the same route.
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Chapter 5

EmoAssist: Design and Implementation Design
This chapter describes the challenges to be overcome for deploying the

EmoAssist in the real world scenario. It illustrates the sources of research challenges
related to design and the implementation of the EmoAssist. Then solutions are
proposed to overcome the challenges for world deployment.
5.1

Research challenges related to the system
These challenges are related to the system implementation, communication,

and the face tracker. Real-time deployment of EmoAssist in natural dyadic context
has various degrees of challenges due to the limitation of processing power,
communication over Wi-Fi, orientation changes of smart-phone, and erroneous
tracking of face-tracker.
5.1.1

Computational complexities for analyzing face video
Smart phones have not attained enough computing capacity yet to track facial

features in real-time. Moreover, the machine learning algorithms are too complex to be
implemented smart phones. To solve the issue, a client-server model is adopted by
transmitting the camera data to be processed (figure 5.1). It is observed that if a
connection is maintained, transmission-delay never takes over the processing time
with dedicated servers. Moreover, there is other advantage of using the server:
implementing computer vision and machine learning algorithms differently for androids
is not required at all. Further, to facilitate faster execution of the computer vision
algorithms, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are used in the server.

5.1.2

Soft real-time constraints
To be effective in the social context, the response of the system should meet

real-time constraints in a natural scenario. A modified version of the Stop & Wait
protocol [25] is developed to maintain the constraint. In this protocol, the frame
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Figure 5.1: Client - Server Paradigm for EmoAssist
captured in current time is always transmitted to the server. If acknowledgment is not
received, the server sends the current frame instead of last sent one after waiting a
fixed amount of time. The modified Stop & Wait was found to be effective in providing
real-time responses to the blind users. It also helps to maintain the real-time
constraint to facilitate seamless social interaction without any delay.
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Figure 5.2: Modified Stop & Wait Protocol for sending frames and receiving feedback
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Although the first version of the prototype used to run in 2 to 4 frame per
second, there was a delay of about 0.5/1 seconds between the actual occurrence of
the facial movement and the production of the audio feedback. It was due to the
smoothing operation done to remove noises in the facial features, processing features,
and buffering them. As the feature processing and classification algorithm are the
indispensable part of the machine learning module, we try to circumvent the problem
by increasing the communication speed between the client and the server. We do this
by changing the communication protocol. Instead of transmitting the raw frames, we
change the system to transmit the JPEG encoded version of the images. Later, we
further improved the speed by encoding the differences between two consecutive
video frames ("delta-form"). Since the consecutive frames in a video stream do not
change much, there is little information to transmit. In the current design, a full frame
is transmitted after every 5 frames. The frames in between are transmitted in delta
form. These changes improve the communication speed from an average of 4 FPS to
13 FPS. Moreover, the current design of the transmission protocol facilitates the

EmoAssist to use 3G/4G data plans to get feedback from the server after processing.
5.1.3

Mobile phone orientation changes
The current implementation proposes to carry the phone around the neck. In

the real world scenario, the participant’s body movements might change the
camera-orientation beyond the design specification. Unlike the fixed camera, tilted or
skewed phone camera produces face images with different orientation. Eventually, the
face-tracker suffers from tracking failure as well as erroneous feature extraction due to
the tilted images:

• Face Tracker Failure: The state-of-the-art face trackers work mostly on frontal
and correctly registered (canonical) face. Hence, trackers are not robust enough
against these tilted images due to the following reasons. Firstly, the face tracker
is embedded with a Haar face-detector [] that works only on a canonical face.
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Tilted face images can end up detecting no faces (figure 5.3a). Secondly, if the
Haar face-detector detects a face eventually, it continues to track that face over
successive frames. If the tracker suffers from tracking failures due to the
subsequent tilted images, it restarts automatically to run the face-detector again
that recursively introduces more errors.

• Erroneous Pose & Facial Features: If the Haar detector can detect a face in an
image, the face-tracker can track the unaligned face in subsequent tilted images
to some extent. In this case, the tracked face is an example of wrong head
position and erroneous facial features (figure 5.3c). Most importantly, misleading
pose information is extracted from these images. The roll information is highly
affected by the orientation change. Additionally, since the facial features are
calculated based on distance between some key points, wrong poses directly
affect these facial feature measurements. For example eye opening, lip height,
and lip corner distances are misleading for unaligned images.
The phones orientation sensors are used to solve the above problems. The
orientation information is transmitted as additional data to the server. The face tracker
uses the information to register the image for aligning the face. A couple of examples
can clarify the problem and the effect of the proposed solution. The face tracker is
failed to track the face in the image shown in figure 5a. However, after registering the
image using the sensors data, the tracker successfully tracked the face in figure 5.3b.
The figure 5.3c shows that the face-tracker tracks an unaligned face extracting wrong
pose and feature information. The image shown in figure 5.3d illustrates the effect of
using the sensors to correct the pose and facial features. The significant
improvements are manifested in the result section for both VAD prediction and the BE
recognition by using sensors data.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3: Errors (a,c) due to phone orientation changes and effect of orientation
correction (b,d)
5.1.4

Tracking Erorr (Face tracker)
This subsection ensures the robust tracking of the face by introducing

Automatic Detection of Tracking Failure and error Recovery (ADTFR). The
distance-based features discussed in the chapter 2 are used to detect failure due to
tracking a non-face object or wrong facial points. Generally, the facial features such as
(Distance between Eyes: D1, Distance between of Eye Corners: D2, Distance
between Lip Corners: D3, and Height of Outer Lip Boundary: D4) of a human face
result in physiological constraints that are consistent across different subjects [3]. In
other words, the ratio among the features (i.e. Distance Between Eye Corners vs. Eye
Opening

D1
D2

D3
; Distance Between Lip Corners vs. Height of Outer Lip Boundary ( D4
) lie
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among consistent ranges [61]. When inconsistencies are identified along these ratios,
tracking error is detected automatically and the face tracker is restarted with initial
model.

Figure 5.4: Physiological Constraints used to design ADTFR

5.2

Classification and Prediction Related Challenges
Continuous prediction of VADs from spontaneous facial expressions and pose

raises a model building challenge for natural setting. Moreover, modeling of behavioral
expressions during dyadic conversation is also a research issue due to evolution of
facial features over time.
5.2.1

VAD regression model
Building models for continuous VAD prediction in natural dyadic interaction

poses challenges due to unconstrained head movements, speaking, occlusion, and a
lot of hand gestures. To solve the issue, robust SVR models are built on diverse
datasets that include talk shows [62] and dyadic interactions [39]. Extracted features
and pose information are used as input to the support vector regressions. The feature
vector has thirteen attributes. The first ten features are distance based facial features
(cf. Section 4.1). The last three attributes represent the pose of the head. Three
different SVR models are proposed to be built for three dimensions (VAD). The
models built on Solid-SAL [16] and VAM [62] datasets are tested with the CVPIA
conversation dataset [63].
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5.2.2

Feature selections
Temporal patterns of the facial features are critical to recognize the BEs during

dyadic conversation. However, it is a computationally-expensive and error-prone idea
for a real-time system to analyze temporal patterns of all features to recognize each
behavioral expression. Instead, each BE depends on some specific features. For
example, intuitively, yawning is related to the big mouth opening that lasts for several
frames. Outer lip height and lip corner distance would provide information about
smiles (Open Lip Smile & Closed Lip Smile). Hence, the selection of features for each
BE should be performed statistically over large datasets. The selection process is
proposed based on the strength of nonlinear relations between corresponding BE and
features. To do so, Maximal Information Criterion (MIC) from MINE [5] is employed to
measure the strength of the non-linear relation where the MIC score represents the
strength.
Table 5.1: MIC score of different features with Yawn in CVPIA Conversation [63] and
Cluttered-Face Dataset
Features
Lip Corner Distance
Outer-Lip Height
Mouth Corner Angle
Eye Opening (Left)
Eye Opening (Right)
Inner lip height
Outer Brow (Left)
Outer Brow (Right)
Roll
Pitch
Inner Brow (Left)
Inner Brow (Right)
Yaw

MIC Scores (Yawn)
0.76
0.74
0.7
0.63
0.621
0.553
0.516
0.51
0.47
0.431
0.4
0.39
0.385

In other words, higher MIC score indicates stronger relation between particular
feature & BE and vice versa. In particular, the MIC is found to be effective not only to
identify nonlinear relations but also to characterize them in large datasets. The table
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5.1 shows the MIC scores of features with yawning when the MINE was applied to the
CVPIA Conversation data (cf. Subsection 7.3). From table 5.1, it is easy to note that
the Lip corner distance and Outer-Lip Height have higher MIC scores (0.76 and 0.74,
respectively) with yawning confirming the stronger relations. In a similar way, the
following features are selected to detect the corresponding BEs.

• Lip Corner Distance & Outer Lip Height : (Yawning, Open Lip Smile, and Closed
Lip Smile)

• Eye Opening Left, Eye Opening Right: (Sleepy)
• Yaw: (Looking Up/Down)
• Pitch: (Looking Left/Right)
• Roll: (Head Tilt)
5.2.3

Temporal dynamics of features
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Figure 5.5: Sliding Window of five frames to to calculate temporal features

The changes of facial features over time are important to detect the behavioral
expressions. Hence, in addition to the original features, temporal features are
calculated over a window of prefixed length (figure 5.5). Then the velocity and its
direction are calculated as temporal features. The window is slided right one at a time.
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The velocity is calculated as follows:

Vlast =

Flast − Ff irst
Tlast − Tf irst

(5.1)

where Vlast is the velocity of the corresponding feature at the last frame. The
sign of the Vlast signifies the rise or fall of the feature. Flast and Ff irst are the feature
values in the last frame and the first frame of the window, respectively. Tlast and Tf irst
are the time of the last frame and the first frame. Therefore, the magnitude Vlast and
its sign can provide the temporal information about that corresponding feature in a
fixed window. After calculating the Vlast , it is compared to a threshold to detect ‘Up’ or
‘Down’ event for that corresponding feature. ‘Up’ indicates the sharp rising of the
feature. ‘Down’ means a sharp falling of the feature. For example, ‘Up’ event of Outer
lip Height indicates that the mouth is opening quickly. ‘Down’ event of the same
feature tells us that the mouth is closing.
5.2.4

Modeling of BEs
The ‘Up’/‘Down’ events calculated in the earlier subsection are used to identify

the high or low region of the corresponding feature. High region indicates the
open/pulled situation of the corresponding feature. Low region indicates that the
corresponding feature is either closed or closer than the normal position. Some
examples would clarify the high or low region. High region for outer lip height indicates
that mouth is open. Low region means mouth is closed. Similarly, high region of lip
corner distance means the lip corner is pulled to some extent. Low region indicates
that lip corners are closer than the normal. By the way, the use of ‘Up’/‘Down’ events
to identify high or low region solves the neutral frame problem.
Since the features are distance-based, it is very hard to detect the neutral
situation of the feature by looking at the feature value. If some initial frames of the
conversation are used as neutral ones, they would bias the features for the rest of the
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conversation [64], [65]. In contrast, the ‘Up’/‘Down’ events do not depend on the
neutral position; the proposed approach is fully independent. The ‘Up’(+1)/‘Down’(-1)
event are calculated for each incoming frame in the window. After calculating the
event, the ‘Up’(+1)/‘Down’(-1) / ‘No change’(0) event is inserted to a buffer shown in
figure 5.6. Since the ‘Up’ event is marked by +1, ‘Down’ event by -1, and ‘No change’
event by 0, the total value of the buffer gives information about the feature’s state
(HIGH, LOW, or NEUTRAL). If the sum is near to zero, the feature is more likely to be
in the neutral position. If the sum is greater than a positive threshold, the feature is in
the HIGH region. Similarly, if the sum is lower than a negative threshold, the feature is
more likely to be in LOW region.

Buffering Technique:
+1, +1,+1 0,0,-1,…
0,0,0, 0,+1, +1, +1, 0, 0, +1,

Up/Down/No change
Events

Buffer
ALGORITHM:
IF sum(Buffer) > Threshold1
THEN region = HIGH
ELSE IF sum(Buffer) < -Threshold2
THEN Region = LOW
ELSE
Region = NEUTRAL

Figure 5.6: Buffering Technique of ’Up‘/’Down‘/’Unchanged‘ evenrs and Region
Recognition

Therefore, every feature can have three regions: (HIGH, LOW, NEUTRAL).
Based on the regions of the feature, the BEs are predicted based on the following
rules.

• Yawn (OuterLipHeight = HIGH, LipCornerDist = LOW)
• Closed Lip Smile (LipCornerDist = HIGH, OuterLipHeight = NEUTRAL)
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• Open Lip Smile (LipCornerDist = HIGH, OuterLipHeight = HIGH)
• Sleepy (EyeOpeningLeft = LOW, EyeOpeningRight = LOW)
• Looking Up/Down (Yaw = HIGH or Yaw = LOW)
• Looking Left/Right (Pitch = HIGH or Pitch = LOW) Head
• Tilt (Roll = HIGH or Roll = LOW)
Another approach has been proposed to identify the HIGH, LOW, and
NEUTRAL region without using the ‘Up’/‘Down’ event. In this approach, we don’t
require to calculate the ‘Up’/‘Down’ events using some predefined thresholds. Instead
of inserting the events ‘Up’(+1)/‘Down’(-1), the velocity of the corresponding feature of
the incoming frame (Vlast ) is inserted inside the buffer (figure 5.7). Hence, the sum of
the buffer has most likely representative information about the HIGH, LOW, and
NEUTRAL regions. Highly positive sum indicates successive increment of the feature
distance that refers HIGH region. Similarly, highly negative sum defines the LOW
region.
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Figure 5.7: Rule based Classifeirs using velocity buffer for BE recognition

BE Classification using classifiers
Instead of using the rule based classifiers, we also employ classifiers to
recognize the behavioral expressions. The sum of the buffers for each corresponding
features acts as the input to the classification system where the presence or absence
of the BEs is the expected output. The proposed approach allows the complex
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machine learning algorithm of the classifier is responsible to model the temporal
dynamics of the selected features to predict BEs. Moreover, using the classifiers, we
can use multiple features and their temporal dynamics in BE modeling. Hence, the BE
modeling can be structured with the following framework (figure 5.8).
The dashed vertical line indicates the incoming frame and the velocity of the
corresponding features. We have used binary Support Vector Machine (SVM) that can
recognize the presence or absence of the particular BE. Hence, the use of classifiers
facilitate in modeling the temporal dynamics from two or more than two facial features.
In addition, the classifiers also model the the nonlinear inter-relationships between
different features.
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Figure 5.8: Support Vector Machines for different BE recognition from velocity buffer
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Chapter 6
Usability Testing of EmoAssist
A usability study is necessary to evaluate the performance of EmoAssist in
the natural dyadic context. The study must include the visually impaired participants to
ensure the efficiency and utility of the EmoAssist during a natural social context in
real-world scenario. Hence, in this research, a user study that involved ten blind
individuals was designed and performed in the natural setting. After the study, the

EmoAssist was evaluated with two different aspects. One aspect of the evaluation
was to determine the effectiveness and reliability of the system used by representative
users from people who are blind or visually impaired. Also, the performance of the

EmoAssist was examined to show the robustness of the system in the natural
environment. The design, protocol, and data collection methodology are described in
this chapter.
6.1

User Study
The study was performed on a number of users who are congenitally and

non-congenitally blind. It consisted of an interview, dyadic conversations, data
collection (face and audio data), and usability test. To test the usability, following
protocol was followed to facilitate a natural social interaction between a blind
participant and an interlocutor. Six non-congenital and four congenital blind
participants were recruited from the"Clover nook Center for the Blind and Visually
Impaired".
6.2

Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficacy and usability of the

EmoAssist in the context of natural dyadic interaction with the visually impaired. The
participant and the interviewer did sit or stand face to face so that the cell phones
hanging from their necks could capture face videos in dyadic conversations. They
discussed on their favorite topics for a fixed amount of time. The discussions were
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informal where both the participant and interviewer engaged themselves in highly
interactive conversation. The EmoAssist software of the participants’ cell phone was
responsible to predict interviewers’ behavioral expressions and valence information
from captured facial behavior and then sent audio feedback to the participants’ head
set. In this way, the use of EmoAssist was expected to enable the blind to access a
significant part of human facial expressions through an auditory channel. The

EmoAssist is expected to improve the quality of life and to enhance the interaction of
visually impaired people with their partners. Moreover, the usability study led us better
design of the EmoAssist to maximize the assistance provided to the blind individual.
The process of evaluation would also help to improve our knowledge on human
perception and can lead to better design on such systems.
During the dyadic conversation, people go over different emotional states. To
analyze the emotional cues, data collection was performed during the usability test. In
particular, the cell phone of participant was responsible to record interviewer’s face
video. Similarly, interviewer’s cell phone captured participant’s face. The audios of the
conversation were recorded to analyze the emotion.
6.3

Design of the Study
The study was done on a number of congenitally blind, and people with vision

loss. The whole study consists of an interview, dyadic conversations, data collection
(face video and audio) and usability study.
6.3.1

Interview Questionnaires
At the beginning of the study, participants were asked to answer few questions

related to the demographics (e.g. Age group, Ethnicity, Gender, etc.), type and level of
visual impairment (congenital/non- congenital, if non-congenital, an age-range of
visual impairment) and previous experience on the use of any interaction device.
During the demographic questionnaires, each participant was also asked about their
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favorite topics along with the topics that might cause negative emotions. Generally, it
took 2-5 minutes to complete the questionnaires.
6.3.2

Usability test
The usability test and data collection study took place in parallel in two and a

half (approx.) hour session. Each session was divided into four sub-sessions with 15
minutes intervals. Each participant will be asked to participate in all the sub-sessions.
Each sub-session will last 15 minutes. In all sub-sessions, the participant and
interviewer were carrying cell phones hanging from their neck so that the cell phone
camera could capture each other’s face and audio of the conversation.
In the first sub-session, the interviewer engaged the participant in dyadic
conversation along his/her favorite topics. They continued to discuss on their favorite
topics for 15 minutes. The discussions were informal where both the participant and
interviewer engaged themselves in highly interactive conversations. The first
sub-session did not include the EmoAssist to provide feedback about behavioral
expressions and valence information to the participant. Only data collection (facial
video/audio recording) was performed in this sub-session. Participants were also
asked to fill up a data collection related questionnaire to provide their feedback about
the data collection after this sub-session. It took 5-10 minutes to complete the data
collection related questionnaires.
In the subsequent sub-sessions, EmoAssist was turned-on in the participant’s
cell phone so that the participant would get feedback about the interviewer’s
behavioral expressions and valence. These sub-sessions included both usability
testing and data collections. In these sub-sessions, the participant and the interviewer
discussed the topics that were listed during demographic questionnaires. These
discussions were also informal. In these sub-sessions, the cell phone of the
participant continued to capture interviewer’s face and provided audio feedback about
predicted emotion (behavioral expressions or positive-negative valence) to the
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participant. The participant’s cell phone was equipped with a headset that helped
participant hear the auditory feedback without hampering the conversation. Data
collection (facial video/audio recording) was performed in these sub-sessions in
parallel. Each of these sub-sessions took 15 minutes. After each sub-session,
participant was asked to fill up usability test questionnaires that were used to
determine the usability of the EmoAssist in assisting visually impaired people during
dyadic conversation. It took 5-10 minutes to complete the usability test questionnaires.
Participants were also asked to fill up data collection related questionnaires to provide
their feedback about the data collection. It took 2-5 minutes to complete the data
collection related questionnaires.
Moreover, the interviewers took comments from the participant about the

EmoAssist and the experimental setup and if possible fix issues to address the
comments. Then the interviewer started next sub-session with different topics of
interest. For each of the sub-session, both the interviewer and the participant were
allowed to change their topics, ask related questions, discuss their like, dislike etc.
The every conversation was informal to ensure natural conversation. Additionally,
when any participant was interested, the whole session would have been setup in
out-door setting to confirm the real-world environment. The interviewer and participant
engaged in conversation while standing in front of each other in out-door scenario. All
other protocols were same as earlier paragraphs. These experiments were performed
to test the EmoAssist in the natural environment.
6.4

User-satisfaction
Satisfaction of a system refers to the easiness, learnability, comfort,

acceptability, interest, and willingness to use the system for its users. The useful
measure of user satisfaction can be calculated if the evaluation-team’s measure is
based on the observations of users rating towards the system. For example, it is
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possible to measure user attitudes using a simple questionnaire, e.g., Is this
application interesting? 1=very boring (negative) to 7=very interesting (positive).
The satisfaction levels of our experiments were measured by providing
questionnaires to the participants. At the end of the each sub-session, each
participant was given a questionnaire to measure levels of satisfaction using a number
of subjective concepts. Our subjective questionnaires used Likert style 7- point rating
system, which scales from 1 to 7 [66]. The scores represented 1:strong disagreement
(negative) and 7:strong agreement (positive), respectively. Following notations were
used and their abbreviated versions along with the exact questions asked to the users
in table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Questionnaire for subjective evaluation
Subjective Description
Easiness (Ease)
Learnability (Learn)
Acceptability (Accept)
Comfortness (Compfort)
Interesting (Interest)
Willingness

6.5

Question
Was the EmoAssist easy to use?
Was the EmoAssist easy to learn?
Was this application acceptable to you?
Was the EmoAssist comfortable to use?
Did the EmoAssist seem interesting to you?
Are you willing to use EmoAssist frequently in future?

Performance of BE Recognition in the study
The utility of the EmoAssist requires to be tested during the user study. To do

so, the prototype is designed to keep a log of the predicted BEs during the study. The
logs and recorded videos were compared offline to calculate the performance of the

EmoAssist manually.
6.6

Finding the significance of the group difference
Generally, t-test is performed for calculating the significance of the differences

between two groups. However, some assumptions are implicitly present while
performing t-test.

• The distribution of the data is normal or close to normal,
• No large outliers in the data,
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• The sample size is large.
Hence, for any parametric hypothesis testing, it is assumed that the data arise from a
distribution described by a few parameters (Normal distribution with mean θ and
variance σ 2 ).
Most likely, the subjective ratings from the users do not come from any
distributions as the users were not asked to follow any distribution. Moreover, the size
of the data is not too large. For these reasons, we decided to forward towards the
non-parametric testing methods. Non-parametric tests are attractive if all we care
about is getting a P -value.
There are varieties of non-parametric testing methods. Among them, we have
performed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney (WMW) 2-sample rank sum test. This is for testing
for equality of central tendency of two groups. Instead of comparing the mean of the
samples, WMV test calculate the difference of the medians. Specifically, the WMV test
does the following.

• More accurately and more generally, it tests whether medians of the
observations in one population tend to be larger than observations in the other.

• Letting X1 and X2 respectively be randomly chosen observations from
populations one and two, respectively. So the WMW tests the null hypothesis:

H0 = 21 , where P = P robability[median(X1 ) > median(X2 )]
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Chapter 7
Databases
This chapter succinctly discusses the databases used for evaluating the
performance at various levels of granularity. The chapter also provides the summary
statistics, variability, and annotation of the datasets
7.1

VAM corpus
The VAM corpus provides recording from German TV talk show "Vera am

Mittag" with 20 subjects [62]. Vera am Mittag was recorded from unscripted, authentic
discussions. In this talk-show, two or three persons discuss problems such as
fatherhood questions, friendship issues, or difficulties in the family. Due to the
spontaneous and unscripted manner of the episodes, the emotional expressions are
considered authentic [67] to the dimensional affective research community. The
database consists of 12 hours of audio-visual recordings of the German TV talk show.
In addition, the segmented utterances of the audio were provided with emotion labels.
The emotion labels are given on a continuous valued scale for three emotion
primitives: valence, arousal, and dominance, using a large number of human
evaluators.
Beside the utterances and the audio data, VAM corpus provides VAD
annotation with range [-1, 1] for 1600 VAM images collected from the talk show. A
large number of labellers were used to obtain continuous annotation for the emotional
dimensions valence, arousal, and dominance of these VAM images. A lot of head
movements, head gestures, speaking are present in the VAM images due to the talk
show that motivate us to build the SVR models to be deployed in dyadic context. Due
to the topics, the data contains many negative emotions and few positive ones. This
data was first introduced as VAM corpus in [68]. For evaluation, they used an
icon-based method based on Self-Assessment Manikins (SAM) [68] that yields one
reference value Xn for each primitive i  valence, arousal, dominance. For each
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acoustic utterance and each facial image, the evaluators were asked to select one of
five given iconic images that best describes each emotion-primitive. These five iconic
images were oriented from negative to positive (valence), from calm to excited
(arousal), and from weak to strong (dominance). This evaluation was subsequently
mapped to a scale of [-1,+1] for each primitive. The individual evaluator ratings were
averaged using confidence scores as described in [68].

Figure 7.1: Example pf a VAM image with head pose

Following figure shows the distributions of the VAD annotations of the VAM
images.
The average standard deviation in the evaluation was 0.37, 0.44, and 0.48 for
valence, arousal, and dominance, respectively.
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Figure 7.2: Valence, Arousal, and Dominance annotation distribution of the 1600 VAM
images
7.2

SEMAINE Solid-SAL
The Solid-SAL dataset is the major portion of the SEMAINE database [16] that

consists of audiovisual interaction between a human and an operator undertaking the
role of an agent (Sensitive Artificial Listener) with four personalities: Poppy (happy),
Obadiah (gloomy), Spike (angry) and Prudence (pragmatic). A set of coders provided
continuous annotations along 5 major dimensions: valence, arousal, power,
anticipation, and intensity in a range of [-1, 1]. Since, the power dimension includes
the important concept: dominance, we have used the power dimension as dominance
information. The Solid-SAL sessions were selected to be used in the experiments as
they contain emotionally colored natural dyadic conversation.
Moreover, recordings were made of both the user and the operator and there
were usually four character interactions in each recording session, providing a total of
95 character interactions and 190 video clips. A key objective of the Solid SAL
scenario was to record behaviors (mainly nonverbal) that a human operator shows in
fluent face-to-face conversation, including their relationships to user behavior-notably
back-channeling, eye contact, various synchronises, and so on. Users were
encouraged to interact with the characters as spontaneously as possible. The
audiovisual sequences have been recorded at a video rate of 25 fps (352 × 288
pixels) and at an audio rate of 16 kHz. The recordings were made in a lab setting,
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using one camera, a uniform background and constant lighting conditions. The SAL
data has been annotated by a set of coders who provided continuous annotations with
respect to the above epistemic mental states using the FeelTrace annotation tool [69].
Feeltrace allows coders to watch the audiovisual recordings confined to [-1, 1], to rate
their impression about the emotional state of the subject. There are approximately 10
hours of footage available in the SAL database.

Figure 7.3: Example of a video frame from Solid-SAL

7.3

Dyadic Conversation Dataset
Though the face images and videos from VAM and Solid-SAL datasets consist

of emotional variability, they are collected using fixed camera and controlled lighting
conditions. Hence, a dataset collected in the real-world dyadic context using the hung
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Figure 7.4: Continuous Agreement intensity in a Solid-SAL video
cell-phone would be necessary to evaluate the EmoAssist for both VAD pre- diction
and BR recognition. Hence, the Dyadic Conversation Dataset was created by the
authors of this paper. Emotion Elicitation was performed in Dyadic Interaction [39]
where two participants discuss their favorite topics face-face. Both participants were
sitting or standing face-face in different environments so that the cell phones hung
from their neck would capture face videos. To ensure the variability of emotion to be
evoked in the sessions, participants were asked to mention their favorite topics to be
discussed. They were also asked for the topics that might result low valence and/or
little excitements. The participants were also asked to perform some events (such as
yawn, looking left/right, staring up/down, smile, Open lip smile) during their
conversation. During the data collection, the mobile orientation (Tilt) has been
recorded with 1 Hz. After each interactive session, each participant watched his own
face video (along with audio recording) and annotated (VAD annotation with range [0,
1]) them frame by frame using Self-Assessment Manikins (SAM) framework (figure
7.5). Then the same face video has been annotated by his peer in that session.

Additionally, the BEs were annotated manually by two annotators with kappa =
0.7. There are 20 video segments from four different participants. The Dyadic
Conversation Dataset was used to test the robustness of our method (using ADTFR,
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Figure 7.5: Self-Assessment Manikins (SAM) framework to annotate VADs
pose correction, using mobile sensors) before the deployment into the user study. The
detail description of the dataset was provided in [63].
https://umdrive.memphis.edu/arahman/public/conversationData.zip can be
browsed for more examples. The video clips are also manually annotated for the
behavioral expressions present during the conversation. The annotators were
responsible to mark the starting frame and the end frame for corresponding BE. Here
is an example of yawn.

7.4

Cluttered Face Data
This dataset consists of 37 videos of subjects performing both chewing and

non-chewing actions. This is the largest dataset for evaluation of the performance of
behavioral expressions. The videos are captured at 24 fps with a frame resolution of
640 × 480) of subjects performing both chewing and non-chewing actions. There
were no conditions placed on the subjects’ head movements, although the majority of
the subjects maintain a frontal head pose. The participants were instructed to chew a
piece of gum during the chewing segments.
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Figure 7.6: Example of CVPIA conversation data collected in outdoor scenario
The rest seven of the videos in the dataset were provided by the Computer and
Information Science and Engineering Department at the University of Florida (UF),
and are publicly available and can be downloaded from the website5. The datasets
contain yawning, open-lip smile, closed-lip smile, different head poses as well as
neutral face. This dataset provides a good representation of behavioral expression
data to learn the thresholds. This sub-section succinctly discusses the databases
used for evaluating the performance at various levels of granularity. Following figure
shows an example of the image from the chewing dataset video. The dataset is
comprised of 11 females and 26 males, six of which were wearing eyeglasses.
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Figure 7.7: Example of a video frame of Yawn from CVPIA Conversation Dataset

Figure 7.8: Evolution of Facial features and Yawn in Cvpia Conversation data
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Figure 7.9: Example of an open-lip smile from Cluttered Face Data
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Chapter 8
Experimental Results
Empirical analyses were performed to evaluate the performance of EmoAssist
objectively and subjectively. Objective evaluations were performed to illustrate its
utility by addressing all research challenges (cf. Chapter 5). Subjective studies using
the self-reported measures were performed to understand the user-satisfaction in the
blind community (cf. Chapter 6). The outline of the different experiments was depicted
in figure 8.1.

Experiment
Setups

Objective Performance
Evaluation

Usability Test:
User-study

SVR Cross-Validation on
VAM & Solid-SAL

Subjective User
Satisfaction

Prediction of VAD
Testing on CVPIA
Conversation Data
Recognition of BE

Performance Evaluation
(User Study)

Response Time Analysis

Figure 8.1: Outline of the Experiments to show the utility of EmoAssist

8.1

Objective Evaluation of the EmoAssist
Objective evaluation of the EmoAssist was performed using four different

datasets described in the Chapter 7 with varying degrees of complexities. The goal of
the experiments were to show the improved robustness of the models in predicting
VADs and in recognizing BEs by using pose, ADFTR, and the orientation sensors.
Moreover, analysis of response-time was performed to understand the suitability of the
system for real-time deployment in natural dyadic context. Following subsections
elaborate the goals, protocols, and the findings of the experiments.
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8.1.1

VAD Prediction
The main goal of these experiments was to evaluate the performance of VAD

models on different datasets. In particular, a number of experiments were performed
to understand the utility of pose and ADTFR on robust modeling of valence, arousal,
and dominance. The valence, arousal, and dominance were modeled separately to
observe implication of pose and ADTFR. Firstly, facial features (FF) were used as
feature vectors for the models. Secondly, pose was included with FF to construct the
feature vectors (FF+Pose). Finally, ADTFR was applied before extracting FF and Pose
information to reduce the tracking error. These input vectors were termed as
FF+Pose+ADTFR. Correlation coefficients (COERR) and root mean squared error
(RMSE) were used to evaluate the performance of the VAD prediction.

Figure 8.2: Performance of VAD Prediction on VAM dataset (cf. Section 7.1)

In the first experiment, 1600 images from VAM dataset were used to build
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models for VAD prediction. The face-tracker was used to extract features and pose
information from the images to construct feature vectors. During the experiment, it
was ensured that the training and test sets contained different subjects to show the
VAD models as person independent. The figure 8.2 shows the performance of the
models with 10-fold cross validation on VAM dataset. The blue, orange, and red
colored bars indicate the results for FF, FF+Pose, and FF + Pose + ADTFR,
respectively. From the figure 8.2, it was observed that the performance of VAD
prediction was improved significantly by including the pose and ADTFR technique. In
particular, COERRs were increased by 14.3%, 18.33%, and 32.6% for valence,
arousal, and dominance, respectively.
The results also indicate that pose had more impacts on the prediction of
arousal and dominance than valence. These results were found to be consistent with
observations made in [56], [70]. Additionally, the face tracker suffered from a number
of tracking errors due to the participants’ head movements that were present in VAM
due to the nature of the talk-show. The use of ADTFR reduced such errors and
consequently improved the COERRs as well. To further illustrate the robustness of the
VAD models, the RMSEs were also computed. Figure 8.3 presents that the RMSEs
were found to be the lowest while pose was included as additional features and
ADTFR was applied to correct the tracking errors. In terms of RMSEs, the prediction
errors were decreased by 9.09%, 12.5%, and 32.3% for valence, arousal, and
dominance, respectively. As expected, the error for dominance prediction was
reduced significantly with pose and ADTFR.

An additional experiment was performed with SEMAINE Solid-SAL [16] to
show the generalization ability of the VAD models. Thirty-two frontal videos from 32
different sessions of six subjects were used as test set where videos were annotated
frame by frame at 50 fps. Therefore, this experiment was performed on 434389
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Figure 8.3: RMSE for VAD Prediction on VAM (cf. Section 7.1) and Solid-SAL (cf.
Section 4.2)
frames with corresponding VAD annotations. The performance confirmed the similar
effect of pose on SEMAINE Solid-SAL (figure 8.4). It is easy to note that the COERRs
were improved by 15.7%, 8.33%, and 26.8%, respectively by using the pose and
ADTFR. In particular, pose information significantly improves the performance for
arousal and dominance. However, compared to VAM dataset, the effect of ADTFR on
Solid-SAL was found to be less effective. The reason can be attributed to the fact that
Solid- SAL was collected in more controlled environment resulting less tracking errors.

CVPIA Conversation Data
The performances of VAD models on VAM and Solid-SAL do not guarantee the
efficacy of pose and ADFTR in natural dyadic conversation. To ensure the utility of
these models in a natural context, CVPIA Conversation Data was used as test set.
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Figure 8.4: Performance of VAD Prediction on Solid-SAL (cf. Section 4.2)
Additionally, this dataset included the orientation-sensor information while the videos
were collected by hung cell phone from the subjects necks (cf. Section 7.3. A total of
500 images with corresponding VAD annotation from four subjects were used as test
set in this experiment while the VAD models were trained on VAM and Solid-SAL
datasets. The figure 8.5 shows the performance of the models on natural conversation
data. Relatively lower COERRs using FF + Pose + ADTFR indicated by red bars can
be attributed to the errors (cf. Subsection 5.1.3) caused by the orientation changes or
misalignment of the cellphones. However, the use of sensor data was found to reduce
the errors by aligning the face images and to improve the COERRs (black bars).

Following Fig 8.6 depicts frame sequences of a dyadic interaction in front of the
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Figure 8.5: Performance of VAD Prediction on CVPIA Conversation data (cf. Section
7.3)
campus library and corresponding VAD responses. The frames of the first row were
captured through android camera and transmitted to the server. Transmitted frames
were tracked robustly (second row) in the server. VAD dimensions shown in the graph
were received by mobile as responses from the server.

8.1.2

Recognition of BEs
The EmoAssist was designed to provide automatic feedback about behavioral

expressions (BEs) by using neutral-independent temporal model. Empirical analysis
was performed to verify its efficacy in recognizing BEs in natural dyadic context. The
goal is to measure the improved performance with proposed temporal model.
Moreover, the implications of ADTFR and sensor data need to be objectively evaluated
in the real-world environment. To do so, the video clips from Dyadic Conversation
Dataset were used for testing the EmoAssist in recognizing the BEs while the
corresponding sensor data were used to align the face images. The empirical
thresholds of the temporal BE models were calculated from the Cluttered Face dataset
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Figure 8.6: Continuous VAD Prediction in natural environment collected from
real-world scenario (cf. Section 7.3)
(cf. Section 7.4). Four different simulations were performed for each of the BEs to
show the improvement of the performance of EmoAssist. In the simulations, BEs
were recognized with different strategies:
1. By using the neutral frame as a reference to extract facial features (Features
using neutral frame: FNF),
2. By using the proposed temporal model (TM) that is fully independent of neutral
frame,
3. By applying ADTFR while using the temporal model (TM+ADTFR), and
4. By applying both ADTFR and sensor information while using the temporal model
(TM+ADTFR+Sensors).
The figure 8.7 shows the performance of BE recognition using the proposed
technique. The first bars report the accuracies of BE recognition when neutral frames
were used as references. The second bars show the efficacy of using the proposed
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Figure 8.7: Performance of BE recognition in CVPIA Conversation dataset (cf. Section
7.3)
temporal model. While ADTFR was applied to recover the erroneous fitting, the TM
was found more robust. The final bars report that while the temporal model used with
ADTFR and orientation correction by mobile sensors, the performance improves
significantly on conversation data.
8.1.3

Response Time Analysis
The objective of this experiment is to show the efficacy of the EmoAssist in

maintaining real-time constraints in different locations (Wi-Fi network with 54 Mbps).
In this experiment, the subjects carried the cellphone hanging from their necks in
order to test the response-times while they involved themselves in dyadic interactions
in different environments. Average response-time was computed for sending each
frame (320 × 480 pixels) from android phone to the server and getting the VAD & BE
information back.
The average response times were plotted in figure 8.8 for different
environments. The figure 8.8 suggests that the average response-time was increased
significantly as the environment of deployment was changed from a controlled
environment to a real-world scenario. The shortest response-time was 64.61
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milliseconds (15 Frame Per Second: 15 FPS) when the dyadic interaction with

EmoAssist took place in the lab setting maintaining static background, controlled
lighting condition, and constrained body movement. The largest response-time was
observed when the participants were involved in dyadic conversation in front of the
library. In this scenario, the response time was 128.22 milliseconds (7.8 FPS).
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Figure 8.8: Avg. Response Time and Avg. Face Tracking Time in different
environment

The difference between average response-times in different contexts drew the
attention of the authors. To find the answers, the response-time was divided into three
processing times: data transmission-time, time to track the face in a frame (Average
track-time), and VAD/BE prediction-time. It was observed that data transmission-time
was nearly constant due to the reliable Wi-Fi network all over the campus and
prediction-time also remained consistent as predictions were performed in the same
server. The Average track-time was found to be the key factor in different
response-times. The face tracker required more iterations to track the face and facial
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feature points in the uncontrolled lighting condition and frequent background changes
in outside-lab environments than in the controlled setting. The transmission-time never
takes over the over- all response-time if reliable Wi-Fi is maintained. In other words, it
can be stated that the average response-time is a relative function of the average
tracking-time. The experiment concludes that the longest response- time provides the
reply at a speed of 7.8 FPS that is reasonable to provide feedback to the visually
impaired person in a continuous manner. However, the feedback protocol is designed
to provide the auditory response in every one minute in terms of VAD. Generally, BE
information is provided when it occurs without overwhelming the users cognitively [33].
8.2
8.2.1

Usability Test of EmoAssist
Subjective Use-satisfaction
The user-satisfaction (cf. Chapter 6) of the EmoAssist was computed by

self-reported scores from the visually impaired participants using Likert scale [66].
Subjective responses were collected by asking questionnaires about different usability
parameters. The parameters include Easiness, Learnability, Acceptability, Comfort,
Interesting, and Willingness (cf. Chapter 6). Ten blind participants were involved in
this study. Among them, six people lost their vision completely at some stage of their
lives and four participants were congenitally blind. Average Likert ratings across three
sub-sessions were calculated to report the subjective measures for each participant.
The ratings are shown in the box-plot of the figure 8.9 where the terms: Ease, Learn,
Accept, Comfort, Interest, and Willingness represent the abbreviation of the
corresponding questions. The higher rating indicates the better utility of EmoAssist in
respect to the specific question. The mean and the standard deviation of Acceptability
are M = 6.0 and SD = 0.49, respectively. Though, the ratings for of the easiness is
relatively low (M = 5.2, SD = 0.5), the responses of the participants about learnability
(M = 6.5, SD = 0 : 4) indicate that the EmoAssist can be learned easily to be used
in the natural environment. In particular, all congenitally blind participants were
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observed to report higher learnability scores emphasizing the adaptability of the

EmoAssist. In addition, the participants felt more comfortable (M = 5.5, SD = 0.67)
with the portability of the system. Finally, both congenital and non-congenital groups
found the prototype very interesting product and they wanted to use it regularly if
available as android application.

Figure 8.9: Participants’ ratings during User Study (cf. Section 6.4)

During the additional analysis, it was observed that the ratings of participants
varied from the 2nd sub-session to the 4th sub-session significantly and that can be
attributed to the adaptability (figure 8.10). To verify the statistical significance of
differences, the median of the each response of 2nd was compared with the median of
corresponding response in 4th sub-session. We denoted the ratings of each response
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of 2nd sub-sessions as group one and those for sub-sessions 4th as group two. Then
we compared the median of these two groups using a non-parametric significance test
as the size of data samples was small. Wilcoxon Mann Whitney (WMW) 2-sample
rank sum test [71] was performed by the SPSS was: the median (Acceptability) of
group one is not less than or equal to the median (Acceptability) of group two.
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Figure 8.10: Significance of difference between Session 2nd and 4th

Our WMV test rejects the hypothesis for Acceptability with C = 2.1 since the

p-value was 0.00014. Moreover, the WMV rejects the hypothesis for Easiness with
C = 1.62 with p = 0.00001633. Similarly, the medians of Learnability, Comfort,
Interest, and Willingness were significantly higher in 4th sub-sessions compared to the

2nd ones.
Congenital and non-congenital users have different interaction experience in
terms social context [72], [23]. Therefore, their ratings were expected to be different.
To understand the differences, WMV tests were performed between the median
ratings of the non-congenital and congenital participants to understand their
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response-differences for EmoAssist in 4th sub-session.
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Figure 8.11: Significance of difference of ratings between Congenital and
Noncongenital users

After performing WMV rank sum test, it was observed that the medians of
Acceptability, Learnability, and Comfort were not significantly different. However, the
medians of Easiness, Interest, and Willingness of non-congenital participants were
found to be significantly higher than the congenital ones providing C = 3.45,

p << 0.001; C = 1.45, p << 0.00001; and C = 2.45, p << 0.0001, respectively (figure
8.11). The non-congenital users have been used to communicate through visual
channels before getting blind. Moreover, they are not used to infer emotional
information from audio channels. These are the reasons for their excitements about
the system. Moreover, the non-congenital participants were tech-savvy to find the

EmoAssist easier than the congenital ones [72].
8.2.2

Objective Evaluation of BE recognition in user-study
In addition to the subjective evaluation, objective performance analysis of BE

recognition was performed to observe EmoAssist’s utility during the study. To do so,
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the participants face videos of the sub-sessions were recorded inside the interviewers’
phone. Moreover, the recognized BEs with EmoAssist was logged in CSV files with
timestamps inside the participants’ phone during the sub-sessions. Then, the video
recordings of the user-study and the corresponding log files were compared offline for
each of the participant by utilizing the time-stamps. The accuracy was calculated as a
ratio of correctly recognized BE to the total number of corresponding actual BE
present in the videos. Each subject participated in three sub-sessions with

EmoAssist. In total, there were 30 (= 10 subjects ×3 sub-sessions) video clips.
There were 30 (= 10 subjects × 3 sub-sessions) log files for each BE. The accuracy of
BE recognition was shown using the box-plot in figure 8.12.
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Figure 8.12: Performance of BE Recognition during User Study (cf. Section 6.5)

It was observed that the Open Lip Smile and the Closed Lip Smile were
recognized with lower accuracy compared to the other BEs. Further investigation
suggests that these two types of smiles were confused during the user study. More
specifically, the temporal model got confused while tracking the lip corner distance
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and outer lip-height while the blind individuals were speaking. However, the results are
consistent with the experiment with CVPIA conversation dataset.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Work
The design and development of a smart-phone based system (EmoAssist)
was presented to facilitate the natural dyadic conversation among people with visual
impairment. In particular, solutions were formulated and implemented to overcome the
challenges for real-world deployment of EmoAssist. The prediction of VAD measures
and BEs from facial features and head pose was found robust across databases and
illustrates the efficacy of the proposed system. The EmoAssist was also evaluated in
natural settings. Our comprehensive usability study involving ten blind participants
shows the effectiveness of EmoAssist in the blind community. Hence, the prototype is
expected to improve the quality of life and to enhance the interaction of visually
impaired people with their partners. Future works include some improvements of the

EmoAssist that were understood from the responses of the blind participants. They
are:

• Unobtrusiveness of the System: Most of the blind subjects mentioned that the
use of the smart-phone-camera is comfortable to them as a portable system.
However, Camera hung around neck sometimes missed the interlocutors face.
Some participants mentioned that it seemed awkward for them to use a
smartphone hung from their neck in a dyadic conversation. Additionally, it
should be easy to use for long hours. We decided that such an unobtrusive
system could be glasses embedded with a digital camera (cf. figure 1.1b).

• Haptic Feedback: The use of auditory feedback might be distracting in a dyadic
conversation. Therefore, haptic feedback should be added in EmoAssist as a
preference of the users to a different modality. This will also be helpful to the
blind-deaf community for accessing non-verbal modes of communication.

• Elimination of Network Dependence: The process of transmitting the video
frames to a remote server and receiving the processed information is
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problematic. It often causes slow dispatch of feedback. The necessity of good
Wi-Fi signal restricts the movements of the users. In the ideal situation, the

EmoAssist should work locally on the device without any network connection.
The computer vision and machine learning algorithm should be optimized
properly to be executed in smart phones.
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Appendix A
Interview Questionnaires
The following information is provided to inform you about the research project
and your participation in it. Please read this form carefully and feel free to ask any
questions you may have about this study and the information given below. You will be
given an opportunity to ask questions, and your questions will be answered. Also, you
will be given a copy of this consent form.
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. You are also free to
withdraw from this study at any time. In the event new information becomes available
that may affect the risks or benefits associated with this research study or your
willingness to participate in it, you will be notified so that you can make an informed
decision whether or not to continue your participation in this study.
For additional information about giving consent or your rights as a participant in
this study, please feel free to contact the IRB at 901-678-2533 or email
irb@memphis.edu.
Please read/listen to the following information carefully. You are invited to
participate in this research study to interact with and evaluate the usability of a

EmoAssist system that is capable of analyze facial behavior and provide you the
feedback about your partner’s facial expression. Moreover, your facial behavior and
physiological data will be recorded to study the change of emotional states during
natural conversation. We need both sighted and visually impaired people of age 18
and older. Do not hesitate to ask questions at any time. For any future queries
regarding the research please contact with Dr. Mohammed Yeasin at 901-678-4078 or
email myeasin@memphis.edu.
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